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ABSTRACT

An apparatus is described for PEP which will detect, m.easure, and

separate charged hadrons with m.om.enta between 0.75 and 15 GeV/c. We

discuss expected rates and consider in detail the various detector elem.ents,

including solenoid m.agnet, track cham.bers, trigger counters, Cerenkov

counters, and time-of-flight system. Backgrounds to the multihadron pro

cesses are discussed. A double-arm spectrom.eter and a toroidal magnet

configuration as alternatives to a solenoidal system are briefly considered.

A streamer chamber is suggested as a possible alternative for the central

detector of the solenoid. Finally, we explore the usefulness of two devices

yet to be developed: an efficient relativistic rise detector and a differential

Cerenkov counter with large angular acceptance.

1. INTRODUCTION

We have considered the detection and identification of high momentum

hadrons produced in e +e - collisions at PEP. The rates expected are very

low and a solid angle of """Z11'is required. We describe here a magnetic de

tector with access in polar angle of 45° to 135 0 and coverage of 900/0 in az

imuth. Identification of the high energy hadrons (p > 0.75 GeV/c, x > 0.1 at

maxim.um. PEP energy) is done by Cerenkov counters and time-of-flight

(rom. The system. will separate charged hadrons into 11'%, K%, and p,p ,

between 0.75 and 15 GeV/c with the exception of a gap between 3 and 4.6 GeV/c

in the separation of K m.esons from protons. The proposed system has a

diameter of 6.5 m.. We have not included muon and electron identification.

Inclusion of these features requires an enormous surface area of detector.

An additional Z m. in the experim.ental area should be reserved for installa

tion of such detectors if needed.
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Figure 1 shows a scheIl'latic view of the detector from one end. The

first Il'leter radius is filled with track detectors. Between 1 m and 2 TIl is

the first Cerenkov layer. At 2 Il'l a final track detector is placed. Between

2 m and 3 m the second Cerenkov layer is placed. Finally a layer of trigger

scintillation eleIl'lents is placed at 3.25 m.

Figure 2 shows a schematic view of the detector froIl'l the side. For

clarity, not all of the Cerenkov detectors are shown.

II. RA TES

While there is an alIl'lost cOTIlplete lack of knowledge of the cross sec

tions and Il'lultiplicities for Il'lultihadron events at PEP energies, it is help

ful to fit various Il'lodels to the data of SPEAR and to extrapolate them into

the new region. This hopefully gives order-of-TIlagnitude results on expected

counting rates with subsequent constraints on the proposed detectors.

The extrapolation seeTIlS simplest when expressed in terms of the in-

clusive cross section dU/dx for observation of a single track with x =E h d /a ron
E

b
~ SOIl'le x

O
• This absorbs the lack of knowledge of the TIlOIl'lentuTIl de-

eaIl'l
pendence of the Il'lultiplicity behavior (average charged Il'lultiplicities vary

froIl'l 7.5 to 20, depending on model).

Three extrapolations are shown in Fig. 3, where the cross sections

have been folded with a projected machine IUIl'linosity of 2 Xi 031 CTIl- 2 s -1 to

give hourly rates into 47T steradians. The Il'lodels used are:

(1) An exponential fit of s du/dx to the curve seemingly approached by

SP-2 data as E
b

increases.earn

(2) A power-law fit of E/p2 dU/dp to the high x data, assuIl'ling the invari

ance under s of such data on this and the s du/dx plots iIl'lplies a 1/p4 or

1/x
3

dependence [due to Auerbach].

(3) An exponential fit of 1/Eb P do/dp vs p following the therrnody-eam
namic model of Engels et al. in which the momentuIl'l dependence is absolute.

All these models are constrained to the kineTIlatic limit that x ~ 1.

The first two show a 1/s dependence that cancels the assuIl'led s dependence

of the luminosity, while the third does not. The first two give good and equiv

alent fits to SPEAR data, the third gives a rather poor fit. We note that a
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Fig. 1. High-momentum hadron detector (end view).
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Fig. 2. High-momentum hadron detector (side view).
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Fig. 3. Rate extrapolations for PEP energies. Eb is single-beam energy;

E is particle energy. Models (1) and (2) are independent of Eb' whereas

(3) is not.
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fourth extrapolation, Richter's combination exponent and power law fit to

s da/dx, is equivalent within about 100/0 to model (1) above.

Typical "optimistic" (excluding further marked increase of R) estimates
32 -2 -1

for a 1000 hour run at the "standard" 0.25X10 cm sec luminosity are

then

S~~'- 38 -2 {~0.9X10 cm

x> 0.1

x > 0.5

x > 0.9

2X 1 0 5 tracks

1X10
4

6X10
2

42X10 events

5X10
3

6X10
2

The last column is a crude estimate of the number of actual unique events.

All of this is for a 1000/0 efficient 41T detector.

Conclusions: Extrapolations do not give an order-of-magnitude con

fidence unless the more extreme models are discarded a priori. Even with

the optimistic estimates a large-x detector should include an appreciable

fraction of 47T tSteradians. The added uncertainty of the product (physics X

machine performance) implies that a good deal of effort to optimize this de

tector is justified.

III. DE TEC TOR

A. Magnet

Momentum-analysis of the charged secondaries is of special im.por

tance in this spectrometer because of the emphasis on high hadron momen

tum and because of the necessity to measure both momentum and velocity in

order to identify the particle type. A spectrometer magnet was designed

with the help of Dr. Klaus Halbach of LBL for this purpose, with the con

straints: (1) no components of the magnet lie at any radius within (J < 15 0
,

45 0 < (J < 135 0
, (J > 165 0

, and within 900/0 of the azimuth-i. e., an "open"

configuration; (2) beyond 2 m of the beam axis, low fringe fields permit easy

magnetic shielding of Cerenkov phototubes; (3) within 45 0 < (J < 135 0 and with

in 0.5 m of the beam axis, the magnetic field is solenoidal and uniform to

about 100/0; (4) field strength and extent permit adequately precise momentum

measurement (elucidated below). In addition, large size and cost were to be
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avoided to the extent pos sible.

A representative but not optimized conceptual design for this magnet

is shown in Fig. 4. The figure depicts one quadrant of a section of the cylin

drically synunetric magnet in a plane containing the beam axes. Moderate

field levels permit extensive use of iron to shape and return the flux. This

iron takes the form of pole pieces with boundaries lying on conical surfaces,

and of 8 flux-return "vanes," one per octant, occluding 1 00/0 of the azimuth.

These vanes are the distinctive feature of the magnet. In addition to return

ing the flux, they short out the fringe field, which damps at distance L with

in the vanes as e -1TLjD, with D the vane separation. The vanes also serve

as very rigid support structures for high-precision track-measuring planes,

and as heavy walls for pressurized Cerenkov cou.nters. Since the vanes sub

tend only 100/0 of the azimuth, they are easily saturated unless protected from

stray flux by properly shaped pole faces, as shown.

The magnet leaves open a solid angle of approximately 650/0 of 41T ste

radians. The indicated flux map was generated by a relaxation calculation

assuming infinite permeability in the iron, where fields generally do not ex

ceed 18 kG. The calculation predicts a central field of 8.1 kG at excitation

of 3.6 Xi 05 A-turns/coil, corresponding to 0.5 MW of power consumed by

coils of total weight 5 tons. The yoke weight is 230 tons. Without a detailed

engineering estimate it is hoped that the magnet cost lies in the neighbor

hood of $ 250 K.

The momentum resolution achievable with a field configuration of this

type is worst within the range 45°< e < 135° at the midplane e= 90°. The

magnetic field shape at the midplane is also shown in Fig. 4. With measuring

planes having r (7ep = 0.2 mm located at r = 0.15 m, 0.9 m, and 2.1 m (see be

low), the midplane momentum resolution is given approximately by

(7

--E- ::::: 6 X 10-3 P (Ge V),
P

and is roughly inversely proportional to the midplane integral

tmS (r - 0.15 rn)B(r)dr,

0.15m
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Excitation 3. 6 X 10'5 A-T (each coil)

Coil 1 kA/cm3 of Cu

packing fraction 0.5

weight 2.5 T (each)

power 0.25 MW (each)
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M. I." 1.'- weight 230 T

0')(\,5, (W\) Rough Costs coil $100 K; yoke $150K

Fig. 4. High-momentum hadron detector: solenoid magnet and field configuration.
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which is 2.3 kG-m
2

in this design. This momentum resolution corresponds

to 6p/p = 6% at p = 10 Ge V/c. As an example of its effect on the observed

spectrum in x = 2pf{;, we suppose that dU/dx a:: e -7.24x at x = 2/3 (see below),

and approximate u
1

= 0.04
2
in that region. In this case the observed rate at

x=2/3 will be e(7. 4(.04)) 12 = 1.043 times the true rate due to smearing.

This smearing factor becomes ~ 1.2 if the resolution should worsen by a con

tingency factor of 2.

B. Track Chambers

The table inset on Fig. 1 lists the track detectors envisioned. We d,e~

scribe them briefly, referring to the numbers indicated in Figs. 1 and 2.

Detector (1) is a high pressure multiwire proportional chamber (MWPC)

with 0.5 -mm wire spacing in the azimuth. In addition the cathodes are used

by induced signal to measure the z coordinate separated into four quadrants.

The resolution in z (standard deviation) is .... 0.2 mm.

Detectors (2), (3), and (4) are spark chambers with individual wire

readout (capacitive storage with shift register read out, for example). Each

module consists of two gaps of wires with small-angle stereo in the style of

the SPEAR magnetic detector. (The total number of wires is - 42 K.) These

detectors do the hard work of tracking and disentangling the expected high

multiplicity events in the central region. The mechanical design and extrac

tion of information from these chambers in the tight space will be difficult

and some otherwise useful solid angle may be consumed in the process. It

was felt important for synunetry tests that the magnet be readily reversible,

a process difficult with magnetostrictive readout.

Detector (5) is a drift chamber in the azimuthal coordinate with 1-cm

wire spacing. Its resolution is estimated to be 0.2 mm. In the z coordinate

the detector is a MWPC with 3 -rnrn wire spacing. These wires are ganged

by 4 to give 1.2-cm elements. These elements, coupled with scintillators at

the outer radius, provide the trigger. There are eight such detectors.

Detector (6) is a drift chamber with 2-cm wire spacing in azimuth and

4 cm in z. Its azimuthal resolution is estimated to be 0.2 mm. There are

eight such detectors.

The momentum determination is made by detectors (1), (5), and (6),

and should be adequate to determine the momentum of a 10 -Ge V/c track with

a standard deviation less than 100/0.
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Detector (7) is a bank of trigger scintillators. In each octant one has

14 0.1 XO.5X2.5 m liquid scintillators. A photomultiplier on each end pro

vides a position-independent time measurement for a detected particle.

Table I summarizes the properties of the track detectors.

C. Triggering

We plan to use a single particle trigger. The idea is to use the fact

that in a 8 projection the track appears straight. The principal trigger el

ements are the scintillators (7) (gated by a beam crossing) and the MWPC (5).

For both (5) and (7) the eight octants of fixed 8 are placed in OR. The two

signal sets feed into a matrix coincidence. Elements of the matrix corre

sponding to tracks extrapolating to the interaction region are chosen to trig

ger the spark chambers and latch all information.

D. Cerenkov Counters

We assume that Cerenkov techniques are to be used to identify high

momentum charged hadrons. We can try to specify the "ideal" system of

Cerenkov counters to tag uniquely pions, kaons and protons in the PEP energy

range. Such a system could consist of three threshold Cerenkov counters

used in tandem. (Differential Cerenkov counters are not considered because

large solid angle complicates the optics of such counters.) The following chart

indicates how the three counters are used in identification.

Cl {
1 atm CO2
n=1.00045

1 atm p~~tane )

11.=1. 0017 l

6 atm p::pane {
Il=1.006

I I l 1 T T I I I 1 I I I

1( ,

.
:It' ~

K I ....
'"

1(
~-,

K ~

".

P "",

I I I I I I I I I I I I I

1 3 5

95
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momentum (GeV/c)
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Table I. Track cham.bers for PEP high m.om.entum. hadron detector.

Mean Azim.uth (~ z Coordinate Num.ber of channels
Device radius Length Wire Resolution Wire Resolution cf> z

(cm.) (cm.) spacing spacing

High pres. (1 ) 15 40 0.5 nun 0.2 m.m. .....4 nun -2 m.m. 1 884 400MWPC

Spark
Sm.all-

(2) 36 80 1 m.m. 0.5 nun angle .....1 cm. 9040
chamber stereo

Spark
Sm.all-

(3) 56 112 1 m.m. 0.5 m.m. angle .....1 cm. 14064chamber stereo
'-'>
0'

Spark
Sm.all-

(4) 76 152 1 nun 0.5 m.m. angle .....1 cm 19088
chamber stereo

Drift (5) 90 180 1 cm. 0.2 m.m. - -- - -- 560chamber

3·nun
MWPC (5) 90 180 - -- --- ganged by 1.2 cm - -- 1 200

4

Drift "'d
(6 ) 205 420 2cm. 0.2 m.m. 4cm 0.4 m.m. 560 840 M

chamber "d
I
~

~
0'
I
~

~
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FroIn the chart, one can see that, given any InOInentum above 4.6 GeV/c,

there is a unique tag for pions, kaons, and protons.

Whereas the triple -tandem counter system is in principle the tagging

system we want, practical considerations force us to use only two counters

simultaneously. The COInbinations we propose are the C1-C2 cOInbination in

six octants and the C2-C3 cOInbination in two octants. FroIn the chart it is

seen that the Cl-C2 combination separates pions froIn KI s and protons above

2.5 GeV/c and gives 1T-K-p tagging above 8.5 GeV/c. The C2-C3 cOInbination

separates pions froIn KI s and protons between 1.4 GeV/c and 8.5 GeV/c, gives

1T-K-p tagging froIn 4.6 GeV/c to 8.5 GeV/c, and separates protons from pions

and kaons above 8.5 GeV/c.

The physical characteristics of the three counters are deterInined

largely by the Cerenkov angle in the counter. Assuming first that the number

of photoelectrons is given by

N = 50 L 8
2

,
e

where L is in cm,

we calculate N
e
~ 4 per Ineter in the CO2 counter. We thus fix the depth of

the CO
2

counter (C1) at 1 In. This counter is shown in Fig. 5. We propose

to Inount this counter on the outside of the quadrants in which it is mounted

(six quadrants). This counter has 12 5 -in. PM tubes per octant.

Structurally the Inost difficult counter is C3 ( 6 atm propane), which is

shown in Fig. 6. We propose to use the iron flux return vanes as structural

IneInbers and enclose mirror boxes in one large pressure vessel. The light

production is no problem, N ~ 40 for 50 cm counter. The optical problem
e

here is to reduce the large effective source size to phototube size. A total

of 12 5 -in. PM tubes per octant will collect the light.

The inner counter in each octant (C2, shown in Fig. 7), is designed to

be filled either with CO2 or pentane. The major difficulty is efficient col

lection and transmission of light around the pole piece of the Inagnet. For

this counter 4 5-in. PM tubes per octant are used to collect the light. Part

of the light in C2 suffers four reflections and some high quality mirrors

(M
1

and M 4 in the sketch) will be required.

In total, 16 5-in. PM tubes are required per octant (irrespective of the

counter combination), leading to 128 5-in. PM tubes total (for example, 4522).

Table II shows the photomultipliers required for the Cerenkov counters, the

trigger counters, and the TOF counters described in the next section.
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Fig. 7. High-momentum hadron detector: details of Cl-C2 Cerenkov counter combination.
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Table II. Photo:multiplier sUTIlTIlary.

Detector

C1

C2

C3

Nu:mber

12

16

4

PM!n

6

2

6

Total PM

72

32

24

Total 5 -in. high- 128
quality tubes

Trigger 112 2 224

(140 m 2
)

6 :meter

TOF 56 2 112

(1 octant) (70TIl
2

)

Total 2 -in. tubes 336
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E. Time-of-Flight Measurement

In the momentum range p < 1-2 GeV/c, where most of the hadrons are

expected, they can be identified rather well by TOF measurement. Clearly

it would be advantageous to have a TOF system that covers completely the

momentum range below the onset of Cerenkov separation. However, since

K-p separation by C3 starts only at p ~ 4.6 GeV/c, even for a time resolution

~T ::=:; 0.5 nsec, a prohibitively large TOF path of --10 m would be necessary.

A more realistic approach is to use, for 6 of 8 octants, the trigger counters

(at a radial distance of 3.25 m) for TOF separation and for 2 octants to move

the TOF counters further out in order to minimize the gap in which hadrons

cannot be identified. For ~T::=:; 0.5 nsec FWHM and 2.4 a separation, one ob

tains, for example, at:

r = 3.25 m (trigger counters)

1T - K separation for p < 1.5 GeV/c

K - P separation for p < 2.6 GeV/c

~n
r = 6 m (outer TOF counters, 2 X 41T ::=:; 0.14)

'Tr - K separation for p < 2.1 GeV/c,

K - P separation for p < 3.6 Ge V/c

(total area::=:; 70 m
2

, total number of photomultipliers::=:; 112).

F. Background

For the solenoidal detector presented here, with the trigger as pre

viously described, we expect the following backgrounds to the true e +e -

rnultihadron process.
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1. Alternative processes.

+- +- +- +-.1 ) QED. The expected num.ber of e e - e e and e e - ~ ~ 1S

80jh and 8jh, respectively, for an effective lum.inosity of 2.5X10
31

cm.-
2

sec -1 With the sm.earing of the m.easured x (norm.ally 1.0) of about 200/0 due

to radiative corrections and m.om.entum. resolution, it is clear that this rate

will swam.p the real m.ultihadrons expected above x::::: 0.9. Separation then

depends on recognition of the hadronic event by its m.ultiplicity and coplanarity

characteristics. Shower counters or hadron filters m.ight be necessary to

separate m.ultiplicity-2 events above x = 0.9.

2 + -
2) 2 Y process. The (In EJm.

e
) term. in the 2" cross section (e e -

e +e - + hadrons) increases by only a factor of +2 from. SPEAR to PEP energies.
+ - + - + -The rates for e e - e e 1T 1T (for a pion form-factor = 1) have been calcu-

lated and show that this rate is 10-
2

of the projected m.ultihadron rate. The

inclusive rate (e+e - - e +e - hX) is potentially larger than the projected

e +e - - hX rate, but is dam.ped by a 1/sh2 factor (sh = [hadronic energy]2).

The com.bination of polar angles> 45° and an ~ of the order of 50 GeV2

should give 2 y rates no worse than the ::::: 100/0 seen at SPEAR. Only if there

were a class of very low x (::::: 0.1) events with low charged m.ultiplicity (i. e.,

m.ostly neutrals) should serious com.petition occur, since the ~ cut could not

be applied.

3) Exotic process. The production of any interm.ediate state leading

to leptons in a final m.ultihadron state is undetectable since this detector has

no e or ~ separation.

2. Environm.ental processes.

1) Cosm.ic rays. With a trigger requ1r1ng a single track originating

from. the central cham.bers, tim.e.d with the rf within a 30-ns window, and

projecting linearly (in 8) to an external cham.ber, we expect a cosm.ic acci

dental rate of about 300/h.

2) Machine associated spray. While really unknown for PEP, extrap

olations based on currents and lifetim.es indicate that PEP should be no worse

than about 5 X SPEAR in its close-to-beam.line background rates into 41T

steradians. PWCts touching the 6 -in. diam.et er beam. pipe at SPEAR I

ran at 10-50 kHz into"" 4TT steradians under norm.al conditions. This

background dim.inished rapidly with increasing radius but was not reduced
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by placing an Al shield around the beam pipe. There is some indication

f rom this and from SP-2' s end cap chambers that this background is in

part a sheath around the pipe of small angular divergence. Its energy spec

trum is unknown. While the overall rates in the inner detector of the pro

posed detector for PEP do not look serious, the effect on these chambers of

the orbital motion of the background in the .... 8-kG field near the pipe is un

known.

3. Concl usions

While the general functioning of the detector for o. 1 ~ x ~ 0.9 would not

seem degraded by these background rates, there are particular functions

which can be carried out only if additional equipment modules are added (per

haps at a later time). In particular, below x =0.1 a monitor on the 2 y rate

would be advisable. An aperture in the magnet pole has been left for such

tagging. Small shower-chamber modules placed at ± 5 m from the interac

tion point, adjacent to the beam pipe, should sample this rate at e± angles

> 30 mr, where a small but detectable portion still exists (:=:: 250/0). Limited

shower counter modules and/or hadron filters are required for some topol

ogies with x> 0.9 and for "exotic" physics. With fields close to the beam

pipe one should at least be prepared for the innermost track chamber oper

ating in a nois y environment.

IV. ALTERNA TIVE TECHNIQUES

The axial field detector described above might be compared with other

choices for the magnet configuration or the detection method.

A. Double Arm. Spectrometer

A very simple detector could employ a single dipole magnet (as in the

Maryland-Princeton-Pavia experiment at SPEAR) or two dipoles on opposite

sides of the beam (for example, the DASP system at DORIS). Two dipoles

of opposite polarity offer the advantage that the beam region to first order

remains field free and the distance of the magnets from the beams can be

made small in order to achieve a large solid angle. Similar to the DORIS

double-arm spectrometer, the inner field-free region of the double magnet

system can be filled with charged/neutral detectors covering a large fraction
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of 4 11', while good momentum resolution and particle identification is achieved

only for the much smaller part of the solid angle covered by the magnet aper

ture. Pushing a double -arm spectrometer to its limits, it appears to be

possible to achieve an acceptance of 68 :::: ± 50° and 6cf>:::: ± 16° , corresponding

to a total solid angle of 6 n ~ 2 sr. An integral field of 7.5 kG -m would al

low then for a momentum resolution 6p/p::::1 00/0/at 10 GeV/c. The required

magnet power would amount to 0.6 MW.

While a double-arm spectrometer offers the advantage of simple geo

metry and large flexibility, its main disadvantage in comparison to an axial or

solenoidal field detector is that it provides momentum analysis of charged

particles over a substantially smaller part of the solid angle only. Under the

assumption that only about 500/0 of the useful solid angle of a solenoidal detec

tor can be covered with particle -identifying counters, the effective solid angle

of a double -arm spectrometer would be smaller by a factor of about 3.

B. Toroidal Magnet

As with any such instrument, the solenoidal detector, which is the main

design thrust of this report, contains certain compromises. The question

arises as to whether alternative magnetic geometries relax these constraints,

and what new compromises such geometries involve.

The major constraints of the solenoidal design are:

i) Lack of field-free region around beam pipe (this might be still possible

in a scaled -up solenoid).

2) Cutoff in polar angle at 45° .

3) Complexity of Cerenkov optics and loss of differential information.

4) Lack of easy access to "impactedl' central chambers.

5) Absence of shower counters and hardon filters due to radial scale of

detector.

Comparison of this design with a toroidal field has been done, but in

much less detail than the main design itself. The configuration is an eight

pole magnet with long iron segments allowing a minimum polar angle of 30 ° .

The field has a 1/r dependence with a mean of 2 kG. (See Fig. 8.) The inner

1 m of detector is essentially field free. Azimuthal transparency is ,.., 2/3. The

magnet runs at ,.., 2 MW with Cu coils of 100 cm
2

cross section. Cerenkov

counters and shower counters and/or hadron filters are placed beyond this

magnet in radius, but no specific design studies have been done.
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Fig. 8. Toroidal magnet configuration (end view).
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A system. such as this helps a great deal in rem.oving constraints 1), 2),

and 4) above. It m.ay well help problem. 3) since a good deal of open space is

adjacent to each Cerenkov. The differential inform.ation is retained in that

the "natural" line source of particles is m.aintained under curvature of par

ticles in the field. Problem. 5) becom.es worse, because the radial scale is

larger. In addition new constraints are:

6) Power consum.ption increase by X2.

7) Loss of m.om.entum. m.easurem.ent on 1/3 of azim.uth, together with particle

correlations in this region.

8) Likely cost increase.

The relative weighting of these advantages and disadvantages still seem.s

to favor a solenoidal configuration, prim.arily because of the relative weighting

between 2) and 7). There has been no design which clearly rem.oves the con

straints 2), 5), and 7) simultaneously. This is not to say it is impossible,and

other alternatives should be pursued.

C. Streamer Chamber As Central Detector

The Cerenkov and TOF counters of the detector described in Sec. III

can be combined with different central detectors providing the angle and mo

mentum determination. An interesting possibility for this central detector

appears to be a streamer chamber (SC), since it combines

1) large solid angle (~ 0.85 X47T),

2) high spatial resolution (setting error ~ 100 IJ-) and high sam.pling density

(::::: 2.5 streamers/ern),

3) the possibility of particle identification by ionization measurement for

p $ 1 GeV/c, where most of the particles are to be expected.

A SC in an axial field is discussed elsewhere in this in this summer

study. We outline here only some implications of the installment of a SC

into the high m.omentum. detector described above: For good ~p/p the elec

tric field of the SC has to be applied parallel to the m.agnetic field, i. e., in

beam direction. Therefore the photography has to be done in the beaITl direc

tion. This requires that the pole pieces of the magnet be taken out to provide

an optically free path in the front- and end-plate of the ITlagnet.

The present magnet would allow for a central SC of about 1.6 m diam

eter. Taking into account an inner free space of 0.3 m diaITleter for beam

pipe, trigger counters, and HV insulation of the SC from the beaITl pipe,
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the minimum track length would amount to 0.65 m. For a .6.p/p ~ 100/0 at 10

GeV/c an average field over the SC of about 5 kG would be required.

A SC central detector appears to be extremely attractive for the very

rare high TI1.omentuTI1. processes, since it can cover a larger solid angle than

a wire chamber central detector and provides a maxiTI1.um of information

with respect to pattern recognition and particle identification. A converter

plate of 1-2 radiation lengths in the chamber would in addition allow counting

of photons accompanying charged hadrons.

v. USEFUL DETECTION DEVICES WHICH MIGHT BE DEVELOPED

The Cerenkov counter system outlined in this report represents a

compromise between identifying particles over a large solid angle and TI1.ain

taining a feasible detector radius. The result is particle identification

over different momentum intervals in different octants and a detector which

is still inconveniently large. While this is a reasonable cOTI1.promise for inclu

sive measurements one can easily iTI1.agine experiments (e. g., TI1.easurement

of multiparticle correlation) for which more uniform identification will be

necessary. We therefore consider what technical development might result

in a TI1.ore cOTI1.pact and uniform particle identification s ysteTI1..

Development is currently proceeding on particle identifiers which use

drift chambers to TI1.easure the relativistic rise of ionization in gases above

5 GeV/c. Currently such devices are unproven and tend to be 2-5 m long.

If these prove feasible and if they can be shortened to around 1 m, they would

be a valuable addition to this apparatus (replacing two Cerenkov counters).

A second possibility is the use of differential Cerenkov counters. As

normally constructed, these require narrowly collimated beams since

Cerenkov light is only accepted over a small angular range. However, if

light could be collected over a large angular range and the Cerenkov angle

simultaneously TI1.easured, then the collimation requirement would disappear.

The schem.e envisioned for accomplishing this is as follows: The

Cerenkov light is focused onto a plane consisting of a large num.ber of sm.all

detectors and the Cerenkov ring reconstructed after the fact. Tilting of the

particle trajectory relative to the optical axis would result in an elliptical

rather than a circular ring, but since the angle of the particle can be mea

sured independently this results in no confusion. Since the particle m.om.en-

tum is also independently measured the particle is uniquely identified,
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provided the Cerenkov rings of 1T, K, and p at that momentum can be re

solved.

The inherent limitations of this technique arise from the sm.earing of

the Cerenkov rings due to multiple scattering and optical dispersion in the

Cerenkov radiator. To examine the first of these we consider aim liquid

HZ Cerenkov counter, which probably has a larger density and refractive

index than would be used in a realistic counter of this type. Figure 9 shows

the difference between the Cerenkov angle for 1T, K, P and the maximum pos

sible Cerenkov angle as a function of momentum in the region for above

threshold. Also shown is the angular error to be expected from multiple scat

tering. It can be seen from the figure that up to 15 GeVIc multiple scattering

is not a lim.itation for particle separation.

The limitation imposed by optical dispersion is closely related to the

selection of a Cerenkov medium. This is an area in which we recommend

development. The other necessary ingredient of this method is a large -area,

cheap, high quantum efficiency position detector for Cerenkov photons. It is

not necessary that such a device have time resolution better than ~ 2+ts.

In conclusion we recommend the following areas for improvem.ent:

(1) Development of short « 1 m) efficient relativistic rise detector.

(Z) Search for a low-dispersion Cerenkov radiator with refractive index

between liquid HZ (n = 1. 11Z) and about n = 1.01. An index of n = 1. OZ would

be ideal.

(3) Development of a cheap large-area position-measuring Cerenkov photon

detector with good space resolution and high quantum. efficienc y.
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Fig. 9. Difference between Cerenkov angle, ec ' for ~, K, and p and the maximum

possible Cerenkov angle, emax, as a function of momentum for a l-m liquid H
2

Cerenkov counter.
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